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Executive Summary
Tourism Review of the Indian Ocean Territories
Context
The Indian Ocean Territories (IOTs) are Australia’s most isolated population. In close proximity
to South-East Asia and with remarkably diverse landscapes, tourism in the IOTs has the
potential to significantly grow the regional economy, providing sustainable business and
employment opportunities.

The Review Phase of this project included an analysis of tourism literature and current and
forecast global trends to capture best practice methods to incorporate in the IOTs. This included
reviewing Australian and international jurisdictions to understand how destinations have invested
in tourism to drive economies.

Tourism on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands has traditionally been driven by kite surfing during the
trade wind season when accommodation is frequently at capacity. With abundant natural
beauty on land and underwater, a unique cultural identity and scheduled airport runway
upgrade, the Cocos (Keeling) Islands are well placed to create a thriving tourism industry.

Deloitte completed a comprehensive consultation process that included seven workshops across
the IOTs, one-on-one meetings with stakeholders on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, one-on-one
meetings with stakeholders on Christmas Island, one-on-one meetings with stakeholders in Perth,
phone interviews and follow-up submissions. The purpose of the Consultation Phase was to
understand strengths, weaknesses, barriers to growth and opportunities that can drive tourism in
the IOTs and to ensure the future direction of tourism in the IOTs is driven by tourism
stakeholders.. The findings from the Consultation Phase were captured in a Consultation Report
delivered to the RDO.

The Christmas Island economy has been dependent on phosphate mining and Government
employed at the Detention Centre. Christmas Island is located less than one hour’s flight from
Jakarta and is home to the world famous annual crab migration, attracting tourists from around
the world each year. Tourism is an opportunity to diversify the local economy to create a
sustainable industry, increasing employment and supporting local business.
Deloitte was commissioned by the Regional Development Organisation (RDO) to undertake a
review of tourism in the IOTs and develop an Action Plan. The review is underpinned by:
A critical assessment of the potential to grow tourism in Christmas Island, the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands and the Indian Ocean Territories
• An analysis of barriers to growth, local capacity and capability, and skills in the tourism and
supporting sectors
• A review of the number, quality and comparative price of offerings to tourists
(accommodation, tours, experiences, meals)
• A critical assessment of current marketing activity and branding of Christmas Island, the
Cocos (Keeling) Islands and the Indian Ocean Territories, including their effectiveness and
impact; and
• A comparison of tourist numbers, marketing and offerings with a small number of similar
sized remote communities.
Methodology
•

Deloitte undertook an analysis of existing documentation to develop a baseline understanding
of current tourism operations. This documentation included strategic planning documents,
government submissions and data from respective Tourism Associations.
Deloitte

Consultation findings, along with opportunities identified during the review phase were validated
against an assessment of the current state of the tourism industry to develop a list of actions and
opportunities that will support the development and growth of the tourism industry in the IOTs.
The findings and recommendations from Deloitte’s review of tourism in the IOTs are captured in
this review and accompanying Action Plan.
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Executive Summary
Tourism Review of the Indian Ocean Territories
Findings

Recommendations

Tourism in the IOTs has the potential to grow and support the regional economy as a key
pillar. In order to effectively develop and manage tourism, it must be coordinated by a
regional organisation.

The key recommendations of this Review have been included as opportunities in the Action Plan.
Key quick-win recommendations and structural recommendations that will drive tourism in the IOTs
include:

Key findings from Deloitte’s review of the tourism include:

Quick Win Recommendations

•

•
•
•

•
•

There is a lack of strategic alignment to develop and manage the tourism industry in the
IOTs. This relates to strategic planning between organisations on each island and between
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Tourism Association (CKITA) and Christmas Island Tourism
Association (CITA).
The reliability of flight schedules and cabotage restrictions is not conducive to supporting
tourism and is causing reputational risk for visitors, particularly visitors relying on the
Jakarta flight.
The affordability of insurance is inhibiting investment in the tourism industry.
There are several quick-win solutions that are low investment-high return opportunities.
These are primarily focused on beautification, improving signage and enhancing the
visitor experience and are captured in Shire Master Plan documents. Prioritising these
projects will demonstrate visible progress and build on the existing visitor experience.
There is a lack of business knowledge across the IOTs for both starting a business and
successfully growing a business. This extends to knowledge and understanding of
accessing Government grant programs.
The IOTs require five-star accommodation properties to attract high-spending visitors and
to meet the visitor demands of the Asian markets.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural Recommendations
•
•

Given the IOT’s significant biodiversity and ecology, it is extremely
important to protect the existing environment and consider this in any
tourism initiatives, especially for future ecotourism

Deloitte

Enhance the visitor experience by prioritising projects in Shire Master Plans that target the
beautification of infrastructure. This includes erecting signage to enable navigation and
highlighting historic sites and information. Prioritising these projects is especially important in
the context of the 2021 cruise ship arrival and attracting future cruise vessels.
Facilitate business upskilling workshops that enable residents to establish and grow businesses
that will either be directly involved in the tourism industry or support the industry.
Increase engagement with Home Island on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Home Island is one of
Australia’s most unique cultural communities and there is strong community support to
participate in the tourism industry.
Develop Taijin House on Christmas Island into a military and war precinct that highlights
Christmas Island’s unique role in World War II.
Diversify offerings and develop new products to both improve the existing customer experience
and attract market segments. This can include military tourism, promoting the IOTs as a wedding
and honeymoon destination, corporate retreats and holistic health and wellness retreats.
Develop a local industry capability plan.
Develop diversified accommodation options to cater to high-end tourists.

•
•

Establish a regional tourism organisation responsible for managing tourism and promoting the
IOTs as a destination.
Create a regional Destination Management Plan that articulates the vision and direction for
developing tourism across the IOTs, including identifying key target markets and strategies for
marketing.
Remove cabotage restrictions to promote flight accessibility from Asia into the IOTs.
Secure affordable insurance to encourage investment in the tourism industry and attract new
participants to relocate to the IOTs to build the tourism industry.
Indian Ocean Territories Tourism Review
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Development of IOT Tourism Review
Deloitte has been commissioned by the Regional Development Organisation to undertake a review of tourism in the Indian
Ocean Territories and develop an Action Plan
The project

The objectives

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands and Christmas Island are two of Australia’s most beautiful
and remote communities. Currently, the largest employment sector in the IOTs is
Government services, however there is an opportunity to leverage the potential of the
Islands’ unique visitor attractions to accelerate the growth of local economies. Tourism
has been identified as a priority in each island’s RDO Strategic Plan to support economic
growth and create jobs.

The objectives of this project are to:

Tourism in Australia remains a super growth industry. The Cocos (Keeling) Islands and
Christmas Island offer what travellers increasingly want: unique, authentic, and cultural
experiences in a destination away from the well-travelled track. Tourism is a highly
competitive industry and growing visitor numbers and expenditure will require careful
consideration of how the Islands can compete with other destinations in Australia and
globally.

•
•
•
•
•

Identify opportunities to increase the number of tourists to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and
Christmas Island with a focus on sustainable growth and employment.
Identify new and emerging markets and customer profiles for these markets and how to capitalise
them.
Advise on suitable marketing and promotion strategies to best promote tourism in the region.
Identify new tourism products, events and experiences which can be realistically delivered.
Develop the Tourism Action Plan to be put in place to capitalise opportunities, markets and
products, address barriers and build capability, skills and capacity to drive tourism growth and job
creations.

Deloitte has been engaged by the RDO to undertake a review of the tourism sector
across the IOTs and develop an Action Plan for key opportunities. This scope of works
includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A critical assessment of the potential to grow tourism in Christmas Island, the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands and the Indian Ocean Territories;
An analysis of barriers to growth, local capacity and capability, and skills in the
tourism and supporting sectors;
A review of the number, quality and comparative price of offerings to tourists
(accommodation, tours, experiences, meals);
A critical assessment of current marketing activity and branding of Christmas Island,
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and the Indian Ocean Territories, including their
effectiveness and impact; and
A comparison of tourist numbers, marketing and offerings with a small number of
similar sized remote communities.

Deloitte
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Critical Assessment
The Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Christmas Island
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Critical assessment
Section overview

Indian Ocean Territories tourism

Indian Ocean Territories by the numbers

The IOTs are Australia’s most isolated populated region. Closer to South-East Asia than
mainland Australia, each destination has unique world-class characteristics and environments
that have the potential to grow a profitable and sustainable tourism sector. This is demonstrated
by Cossies Beach on Direction Island being named Australia’s best beach in 2017 while Dolly
Beach on Christmas Island is listed at number seven. Both the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and
Christmas Island are listed as two of 329 unique global destinations by the Travellers’ Century
Club.

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands and the Christmas Island communities have acknowledged tourism
will be a key driver of future economic growth. On Christmas Island, the closure of the detention
centre and uncertainty over the long-term future of mining operations have emphasised the
need to diversify the local economy, with tourism identified as a key opportunity for
development and growth. The Cocos (Keeling) Islands economy is heavily reliant on Government
services however the announcement of the $200M airport upgrade and proposed development
of a high-end luxury resort on Direction Island has highlighted the potential opportunities of
tourism to the local economy.
The vision for tourism across the IOTs is to develop a product similar to Lord Howe Island,
delivering a high-end product to high spending tourism with sustainable levels of visitation. The
vision for the future tourism is captured in the Cocos (Keeling) Island Strategic Plan 2030 that
outlines by 2030:
“tourism has taken hold as the mainstay of the economy and the Islands are a highly
sought after destination from people around the world. The Islands host international
events and are clearly recognised for the diversity in water sports such as fishing, kite
surfing, surfing and diving. An internationally renowned eco-friendly resort is now
operating in one of Australia’s most beautiful locations, and is often showcased as a ‘must
do’ destination by organisations in the travel industry. Cocos (Keeling) Islands have also
become the first Australian Muslim Friendly Accredited tourist destination, and our
connections with Asia continue to thrive and expand. We are proud of the welcoming
nature our customer service and safe environment brings to our northern neighbouring
communities.”

547 population in Cocos (Keeling) Islands

2,488 visitors to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands in 2018-19

2 weekly flights from Perth to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands with Virgin

14km² size of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

140 beds approximate capacity per night
Christmas Island
1,843 population in Christmas Island
2,338 visitors to Christmas Island in 2018-19

3 flight destinations (Perth/the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur)

135km² size of Christmas Island

120 beds approximate capacity per night
Deloitte
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Diversifying accommodation offerings and options will attract new market segments to drive the tourism sector
Tourism in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands has increased consistently in recent years, including a
15% increase in 2018/19. This is primarily due to the increase in kite surfers during the trade
wind season and successful advertising campaigns into regional Western Australia. The Cocos
(Keeling) Islands is home to Cossies Beach, voted Australia’s best beach, and will soon receive a
$200M upgrade of the airport runway. With strong strategic planning, there is potential to
develop a profitable and sustainable tourism sector on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.

The majority of accommodation is provided on West Island, with Oceania House and two
homestays available on Home Island. Home Island stakeholders consulted expressed an interest in
providing additional homestay accommodation. Camping is available with facilities for overnight
stays on Direction Island however this is not widely promoted. NinetySixEast is the only
accommodation on West Island that includes breakfast service as part of accommodation.
The standard of accommodation is generally three-star cabin/bungalow style accommodation.
There is no high-end luxury accommodation offering on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and the Cocos
Beach Motel is the only beachfront accommodation. There is a proposal submitted to the Shire of
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands (SOCKI) to develop and build the Boronia Resort on Direction Island that
will offer high-end overwater and land bungalows. This is currently being considered by SOCKI and
the concept of a high-end accommodation offering has strong community support. The proposed
Boronia Resort will consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation
The Cocos (Keeling) Islands has approximately 140 accommodation beds per night. Occupancy
is estimated to be at 60-70% throughout the year with a peak season mid-year coinciding with
the kite-surfing season. During the peak season, occupancy is usually at 100%. Due to the
limited accommodation, there is a risk that during the Cocos (Keeling) Islands airport upgrade,
accommodation will reach capacity and tourists will be restricted from booking available
accommodation. Requesting the Department of Defence bring their own temporary
demountable-style accommodation (which can be used as an accommodation overflow facility
post-project) or utilising the quarantine station are two alternate options that will reduce the
burden on existing accommodation during the scheduled upgrade.
Deloitte

19 x over-water bungalows (2 x Pax)
1 x Presidential suite over-water bungalow (6 x Pax)
19 x land bungalows (2 x Pax)
1 x Presidential suite land bungalow (6 x Pax)
10 x land bungalows (5 x Pax)

The proposal identifies the need to include within the business plan a flight connection to
Singapore and improved freight service. No cost breakdowns, demand analysis, market forecasts or
financial plan, project budget, return on investment projections, margin projections, KPIs or details
of ancillary services (flights, freight), risk assessment and risk management plan were presented or
viewed as part of this review. However, the draft lease includes clear milestones for due diligence,
including requirements for a business plan, demand analysis, concept plan, risk management plan,
financial feasibility model, impact assessments (social, economic and cultural), community
engagement plan and more before the project can commence.
Other sites have been identified for tourism development including Horsburgh, Trannies Beach and
the Quarantine Station on West Island. Previous submissions to develop these sites did not advance
to development approval for various reasons. Any large-scale development will need to consider
these steps and include other factors including flights, freight, labour and staff accommodation.

CKITA, Official Committee Handsard, 31 January 2018, p.1
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Removing cabotage, along with the new airport upgrade, will provide opportunities to grow tourism
Cabotage restricts international airlines arriving in Christmas Island departing to the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands. Currently two airlines provide charter flights into Christmas Island from Jakarta
and Kuala Lumpur. These airlines cannot continue on to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands due to
cabotage. If cabotage was removed, international flights landing in Christmas Island could
continue to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands as the next destination, improving accessibility into Asia.
Previous reports including the 2015 Competition Policy Review (the Harper Review) recommend
the removal of cabotage for “passenger services to specific geographic areas, such as island
territories’¹.
The flightpath is serviced by an A320 aircraft with a capacity of approximately 160 passengers.
Flights are generally expensive compared to similar domestic flight routes in Australia, however
this is not necessarily a barrier to tourism as it makes the region a more exclusive destination in
line with aspirations to develop the Cocos (Keeling) Islands as a sustainable high-end tourism
destination. VARA occasionally offer IOT residents a discounted inter-island fare of $187 eachway through the February-March low season. The Cocos (Keeling) Island Tourism Association
(CKITA) and Christmas Island Tourism Association (CITA) both agree that providing discounted
fares between the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and Christmas Island would significantly activate
tourism across the IOTs. This can include promoting inter-island IOT holiday packages with
heavily reduced inter-island airfares.
Flights
The Cocos (Keeling) Islands receive twice-weekly flights from Perth-Christmas Island and Christmas
Island-Perth Tuesdays and Fridays by Virgin Australia Regional Airlines (VARA). This flight is not
commercially viable and is therefore underwritten by the Commonwealth Government with VARA
the exclusive carrier. A Toll freighter service operates fortnightly to deliver essential freight,
perishable items and mail. Stakeholders noted that the fortnightly scheduling of this service is
insufficient to meet the demand of a growing tourism sector, particularly during peak season. It
also limits the variety of food restaurants and cafés can offer due to the limited availability of
perishable items.

In 2018, VARA’s controllable on-time-performance result for IOT services was 78.6%. In this
period there were 13 major delays lasting 12 hours or longer. The Virgin Australia IOT Bulletin
states common challenges include baggage limitations, inclement weather and volcanic ash
clouds. Regular flight disruptions have had an adverse impact on tourism according to CKITA.
The Australian Department of Defence has committed $200M to upgrade the Cocos (Keeling)
Island airport to support P8-A Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft, which will allow Defence to
patrol significant areas of the Indian Ocean. This will also enable larger aircraft to land on the
Cocos (Keeling) Islands including aircraft travelling directly from Asia. Larger aircraft will reduce
the risk of flight cancellations and delays as they will not require refuelling at Learmonth and will
have reduced flight times.

Removing cabotage restrictions will benefit the Cocos (Keeling) Islands market
and promote into Asia
1. Australian Government, Competition Policy Review, http://competitionpolicyreview.gov.au/files/2015/03/Part2_final-report_online, viewed 2nd January 2020
2. CKITA, Official Committee Handsard, 31 January 2018, p.1

Deloitte
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Removing the membership fee will enable the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Tourism Association to better promote and manage
tourism
Management and Governance
CKITA is responsible for the management of tourism on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. CKITA has a
Service Agreement with the Commonwealth Government for 2018-20 to promote tourism
activities. Under the Service Agreement, CKITA is required to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide quality information, booking and merchandising services that is relevant to visitors of
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands);
Increase, or work to increase, the number of tourists visiting the Cocos (Keeling) Islands;
Promote and market the Cocos (Keeling) Islands as an attractive tourist destination;
Expand target markets, including into new countries and tourist sectors;
Work collaboratively with the Christmas Island Tourism Association (CITA) to develop
cooperative marketing and promotional outcomes for the IOTs (where the opportunity
presents itself);
Facilitate and assist with appropriate tourist developments on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands; and
Represent the tourism industry on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and coordinate activities of
individuals and organisations involved in the promotion and development of tourism on the
Cocos (Keeling) Islands.

CKITA is a members-based organisation with a membership fee and only promotes members on
its website. Not all tourism operators are members of CKITA. The income generated from
membership fees is minimal and places CKITA in a position of conflict between promoting
members’ business and delivering services under the Commonwealth’s Service Agreement. This
position of conflict is compounded by CKITA’s Committee comprising members in some case
operating tourism ventures. The CKITA Committee has seven positions available for which
members are able to nominate themselves. Positions are declared vacant at each AGM. Until
recently, there was a requirement that one Committee member had to be a Councillor from
SOCKI.
The membership fee does not support the interests of the entire tourism
industry. Removing it will allow CKITA to promote the entire tourism industry

Deloitte

The majority of CKITA members are West Island-based, resulting in tourism on Home Island
not being promoted to the same extent as West Island. In order to better promote tourism and
reduce any potential conflict of interest, membership to CKITA should be abolished and CKITA
should represent the interests of all accommodation providers and tourism operators.
CKITA receives income through three sources:
•
•

•

$650,000 over two years from the Commonwealth Government under the Service
Agreement
Income from CKITA membership. In 2017-18, CKITA generated $6,445 income from
membership fees from its 30-plus members. There are two tiers of membership:
• Associate Membership fee = $60
• Business Membership fee = $250
Visitor Information Centre sales commission from accommodation and tours (11% sales
commission) and merchandise sales (15% sales commission). In 2017-18, accommodation
and tour sales commissions generated $49,451 income and merchandise sales totalled
$52,627

The Visitor Information Centre is a valuable source of information for tourists, who can book
tours and accommodation, as well as obtain information about flights, mobile connectivity,
dining, and activities through the Centre. On arrival at the Cocos (Keeling) Islands airport, a
staff member from the Visitor Information Centre welcomes passengers and presents an
information pamphlet detailing restaurant and café opening days and hours, the ferry
timetable and promoting CKITA member tours. The Visitor Information Centre is located next
to the airport and also operates a museum on Home Island.
Employment packages at CKITA do not include housing. Housing is a barrier for people
looking to reside on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and is a limitation in recruiting the best
possible candidate.

Indian Ocean Territories Tourism Review
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Organisations on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands have different strategies regarding tourism, resulting in a lack of strategic
alignment
Strategic Alignment
The RDO, SOCKI and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Cooperative Society (Co-op) have identified
tourism as an important economic driver within their strategic documents. In order for a
coordinated approach managing tourism on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, strategic alignment
between organisations is required. CKITA is another organisation central the development and
management of tourism on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Currently, CKITA do not have a Strategic
Plan despite being required under the Service Agreement. As the primary driver of tourism on
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, without a strategic plan CKITA risks a lack of cohesion and direction,
an inefficient use of resources, and a lack of understanding of goals and targets.
Regional Development Organisation Strategic Plan 2030 (created March 2019)

The RDO Strategic Plan identifies growing the tourism industry is a key priority by 2030. The KPI
for this priority is that by 2030, the RDO aspire to have 3,500-plus tourists visiting the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands. This target is not evidence-based or modelled to demonstrate 3,500 tourists is
the metric required to create a profitable tourism industry. If the Cocos (Keeling) Islands seek to
become a Lord Howe Island-style exclusive destination with a sustainable high-end tourism
industry, either greater tourist numbers are required or there needs to be a significant
investment in developing five-star accommodation properties capable of attracting affluent
high-spending visitors. Through consultations, we did not obtain modelling of how this metric
was obtained

The RDO’s Strategic Plan’s overall aim is to include practical actions that will assist the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands in delivering a sustainable future that unifies the community, diversifies the
economic base and enhances the natural and cultural environment. The Strategic Plan highlights
that though the tourism sector is small, it is important and growing. Between 2013-2018,
tourism in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands increased by 40%, demonstrating the importance of the
sector to the local economy. The close proximity to South-East Asia and markets for ecotourism, cultural tourism and Muslim-friendly tourism are key opportunities noted. The RDO
Strategic Plan identifies the following tourism industry issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aging operators
Diversity of markets
Lack of affordable accommodation for staff
Sea freight costs, air disruptions and poor communication
Not all operators members of CKITA
Tourism seasonal – small numbers outside of June to October
No Northern flight

Deloitte
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands have the potential to become a Muslim friendly tourism destination
Cocos (Keeling) Island Co-operative Society Business Plan

The Co-op’s vision is to be “Island Builders to Asian Gateway” and specifically target Muslim
tourism and Malaysia as key target markets for tourism. This includes a vision of being
Australia’s first Muslim friendly Tourism destination. The Co-op has historically comprised of
Cocos Malay members and employees and is involved in a range of business activities including
logistics, hospitality, retailing and special contract services. The Co-op’s tourism sector
operations include managing and operating the Cocos Beach Resort and Tropika Restaurant.
Tropika restaurant has been certified halal by Perth Mosque and certified as Muslim Friendly
under the Malaysian Standard, MS 2610:2015 Muslim Friendly Hospitality, by SIRIM
International. The Cocos Beach Resort consists of 28 self-contained rooms and is the only
beachfront accommodation on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.
Section 3 of the Co-op’s Business Plan confirms that positioning the Cocos (Keeling) Islands as a
Muslim friendly tourism destination is important to capture the Muslim tourism market. The
Business Plan states that in 2020, the projection of spending power of the Muslim traveller is
expected to be $220B with Asian destinations among the most popular. Malaysia has been
identified as the target niche Muslim market. Malaysia was selected over Indonesia as it has the
largest Halal hub in South-East Asia, a strong Islamic banking system, and an Islamic university
system that teaches English.
The Co-op recognises there is a skills shortage to develop the Cocos (Keeling) Islands as a
Muslim friendly tourism destination and has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding to
explore educational exchange opportunities with the following organisations:
•
•
•
•

University Sains Islam Malaysia
International Islamic University of Malaysia
Polyteknik Metro Kuala Lumpur
Selayang Community College

As well as relying on graduates from these institutions to meet the demands of a workforce
catering to Muslim Tourism, these organisations provide pathways for residents of the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands to obtain qualifications.

Deloitte

Cocos (Keeling) Island Tourism Association Marketing Plan 2019-2024 (created April
2019)
CKITA’s Marketing Plan 2019-2024 defines the vision for the Cocos (Keeling) Islands to be
recognised as Australia’s premiere adventure, nature and marine-based holiday island
destination, with the key goal to grow the visitor economy through strategic marketing
investment.
The Marketing Plan 2019-2024 identifies six priority areas and actions geared to grow the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands’ visitor economy through the implementation of strategic marketing objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer. To drive increased consideration and demand from identified customers and
niche markets, and to support those already in destination with relevant and timely visitor
information and inspiration
Trade. To work strategically with travel trade partners and tour/cruise operators to increase
distribution of tourism product and experiences into key markets
Industry. To engage and support industry stakeholders in the value of tourism, new
opportunities and experience development
Partnerships. To work with relevant partners to increase brand awareness and drive demand
via non-traditional initiatives
Events. To successfully market CKITA managed events, support local events through
promotion, and actively seek new event sponsorship opportunities with relevant event
organisers as it relates to identified customers and niche documents
Management and insights. To improve marketing and reporting mechanisms, to better
communicate the ROI for marketing initiatives and achievement of the Plan’s KPI’s

CKITA’s Marketing Plan 2019-2024 identifies the Cocos (Keeling) Islands’ current customer
market profile. These three customer profiles are high yielding customers that are most likely to
stay longer and spend more. They have a greater affinity with tourism experiences and therefore
are more likely to become promotors and advocates for the destination. The customer profiles
do not align with customer target markets identified by the Co-op or organisations on
Christmas Island. As such, there is a disjointed approach to marketing the IOTs to customer
markets.

Indian Ocean Territories Tourism Review
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

The Shire of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands has expressed an interest in supporting the development of tourism on the Islands
Shire of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 (created January
2017)
The SOCKI Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 outlines the community’s aspirations over the
next ten years and beyond, shaping the delivery of services and projects undertaken by the
SOCKI. The Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 states the need to diversify the local economy
whilst maintaining the Islands’ environmental character through sustainable eco-friendly
development. The Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 identifies that the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands’ unique environment presents an opportunity to unlock a range of new industries and
businesses such as eco-tourism, horticulture, cultural tourism and aquaculture. This is captured
by Outcome 1.1.2 of the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2016: encourage low impact tourism.
There is no further detail how this will be achieved.
When creating the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026, community workshops were held with
participants asked to show the priority services relative to other services. The below graph taken
from the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 highlights that tourism support services are a low
priority area relative to other services:

Deloitte

SOCKI acknowledges it has a role to play in supporting tourism though it is not responsible for
driving tourism on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Both the community and SOCKI have expressed
that SOCKI should have a more significant role in supporting tourism. Community feedback in
the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2026 highlights persevering culture and lifestyle are key
priorities for any development on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. As such, SOCKI’s role in
supporting tourism is to ensure any development or land release is sympathetic to the Islands’
development. This is highlighted by the following outcomes:
• Outcome 3.2.1: Maintain and develop infrastructure in-line with community needs and the
Islands environment
• Outcome 3.2.2: Develop and maintain infrastructure within the resource capability of the Shire

Indian Ocean Territories Tourism Review
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands have many natural attractions, and improving the hospitality culture will help to offer service
consistent with high visitor expectations
Hospitality

There are limited food and beverage options available on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Tropika
Restaurant is the only food and beverage provider open for breakfast, lunch and dinner 7 days per
week, and the only restaurant offering beachfront dining. Other food and beverage outlets on West
Island operate at various times, ensuring from Monday to Saturday there is at least one outlet open.
Current visitor numbers are too low and costs are too high to operate a viable full-time hospitality
business. Tourists arriving at the airport are presented with an information pamphlet that details the
opening days and times for outlets for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
On Home Island, the Sea View restaurant is open Wednesday nights catering for passengers
arriving and departing on the late ferry service. Kafe Ku is open daily for lunch on Home Island and
also offers cooking demonstrations. These are both popular amongst visitors seeking authentic
Cocos Malay food.
The limited hospitality culture is a barrier for tourists and requires visitors to plan ahead, particularly
on Sundays. The high costs of shipping perishable items results in high prices compared to
mainland Australia. Improving hospitality is a key requirement to cater for cruise ship arrivals from
2021. With only three restaurants on West Island open irregularly, two on Home Island, and the
Cocos Club and Golf Club which offer food one night per week, there are not enough options or
capacity to cater for a large group of visitors arriving at once. Even if all the restaurants altered their
hours to ensure they were open during the cruise ship’s arrival, they are not prepared to provide for
these larger groups. Stakeholders noted there are plans for cruise ship arrivals starting in 2021,
however hospitality will need to be improved significantly to ensure cruise ship passengers have a
positive experience on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.
Products and offerings
Water sports are the predominant activities offered on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Water sport
activities are all concentrated on West Island with kitesurfing, diving, glass-bottom boat rides and
motorised canoes are the most popular activities and tours.
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The Cocos (Keeling) Islands are considered a world-class destination for kitesurfing, with many
kite surfers repeat visitors. Zephyr Tours began offering kite surfing in the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands in 2005 due to the islands’ perfect position relative to the trade winds. The Cocos
(Keeling) Islands were marketed as an ideal spot for kite surfers of all levels, as a safe learning
environment and a beautiful landscape with perfect winds and spacious conditions for more
experienced kite surfers. Zephyr have kitesurfing equipment for hire and instructors available for
lessons. Kitesurfing in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands has grown to become the most popular
attraction on the Islands, with accommodation selling out through the kitesurfing season (JulyOctober). Stakeholders noted that a drawback of the kitesurfing industry is that kite surfers
typically do not participate in other tourist activities, so although accommodation is fully
booked, other tourism operators expressed that they do not see benefits from the visiting kite
surfers.
The Cocos (Keeling) Islands offers world-class diving and snorkelling through the lagoon with
various reef and wreck dives and onshore coral reefs for snorkelling. Diving tours are
consistently booked out and divers arrive from all over the world to dive at the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands sites, including a strong visitor contingent from Europe. The Cocos (Keeling) Islands are
home to a unique array of marine life, including the Hawksbill and Green Turtles, Bottlenose
dolphins and Manta Rays.
Land-based activities are also available, with the Cocos (Keeling) Islands being a popular
destination for bird-watchers, although no organised bird-watching tours exist. Due to the
remoteness of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, it has a large population of migratory birds and mega
bird sightings, including the Red-Footed Booby. West Island has a scenic golf course along the
lagoon edge that crosses the airport runway and is popular with locals and tourists. In 2019, the
golf club hosted a tournament that attracted 12 participants from mainland Australia. On Home
Island, cultural tours and cooking demonstrations are available for visitors although not widely
publicised by CKITA.
Most tour operators offer their products around other employment with tours providing a
source of secondary income. This limits the availability and regularity of scheduled tours. Tours
are primarily booked through the Visitor Information Centre on West Island. Only members of
CKITA have their tours listed on the Cocos (Keeling) Island website and promoted at the Visitor
Information Centre.
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Critical assessment: the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

Other factors affect the Cocos (Keeling) Islands’ ability to grow tourism, including expensive freight, low knowledge of
business skills, land availability and approvals process, low connectivity, and an inability for operators to obtain insurance
Insurance

Connectivity

Insurance is a significant barrier to purchasing or starting a business on the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands. Insurance is unavailable, which makes it difficult to attract investors and difficult for young
operators to start or purchase a business. Without insurance, potential business owners cannot
borrow from the bank against their properties. In order to obtain public liability insurance,
operators must have significant capital and own assets on the mainland. Operators must also
have enough capital to start their business without requiring institutional funding.

Connectivity on the Cocos (Keeling) islands is limited. There is no mobile network available and
limited Wi-Fi connection. The Community Resource Centre (CRC) sells Wi-Fi vouchers which can
be purchased in-person or online before traveling to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Wi-Fi hotspots
exist at the CRC, the Cocos Club, Salties – Oceanview Café (previously Maxi’s By The Sea), The
Donga, the Pondok on Home Island, the main shelter on Direction Island, the Yacht Club and
Trannies Beach. Having dedicated hotspots at key points of interest supports social media
marketing as visitors can upload content on to media platforms in real time. It is important to
note the lack of connectivity and opportunity to disconnect from technology is considered part of
the attraction to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.

Business upskilling
Employment skills on the Cocos (Keeling) Island were audited and documented in the Cocos CV,
which was developed to share information about the local skills and personnel available to
increase utilisation of local skills, particularly in preparation for the airport runway upgrade. The
Cocos CV demonstrated the majority of skills are construction or marine-related skills. Business
knowledge is minimal on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, with few resources to help locals to start or
develop a business. Previously, organisations such as the Small Business Development
Corporation would travel to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands to work with the community, upskilling
and helping businesses start and develop. Currently, there are no similar programs to support
businesses, however operators have expressed this is a key requirement. The SOCKI Strategic Plan
notes business upskilling and small business development is a key priority.

The CRC offers internet connectivity on premises through Ethernet connections and PCs that
visitors can pay to use. Phone cards are available for purchase at the CRC, and there are plans to
provide a mobile network. Internet vouchers are available in the following quantities:
•
•
•
•

1 hour for $4.95 which includes 150 MB
3 hours for $9.95 which includes 350 MB
1 day for $19.95 which includes 750 MB
1 week for $64.95 which includes 2500 MB

Land

Freight

There is undeveloped land on West Island and Home Island, however it is difficult to obtain
approval for development. Much of the land on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands is in a trust with
SOCKI as the trustee. SOCKI is supportive of releasing land for development for tourism and
residential purposes, however in the past there have been instances where a developer signed a
lease and subsequently did not develop the land. This has caused SOCKI to grant shorter leases
and impose an exclusivity right to develop fee. Land is also needed for housing to support
tourism operators, small business owners and to increase the local population.

Freight is delivered to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands by either sea or air transport. When delivered
by plane, freight is prioritised with medical supplies and perishable foods taking priority over mail
and other supplies. This has caused freight delays, with lower priority packages remaining in a
warehouse until there is capacity to send, which can sometimes take weeks.

Stakeholders identified business upskilling as a key priority to help businesses
looking to enter the tourism industry
Deloitte

Freight is charged by volume rather than weight when delivered by sea transport. The vessel
departs from Fremantle and visits the IOTs on route to Asia. There is only one business that
delivers freight by sea. Stakeholders noted prices have continuously increased at a higher rate
than inflation. Shipping freight arrives every six weeks and is sometimes delayed. There have been
occasions when the vessel has sailed past the IOTs and berthed directly in Asia. The cost and
length of time to send freight to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands is a significant barrier. Businesses
that require large supplies, such as boats, vehicles or building supplies have particular difficulties
transporting goods to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

Diversifying accommodation options by encouraging more five-star property investment will attract high-spending visitors
Strategic documents and stakeholder consultations emphasised the need to diversify the
Christmas Island economy due to reduced operations of the Detention Centre facility and
uncertainty over medium-long term mining operations. With the stated need to transition towards
an economy that is more diversified, there is a unique opportunity to harness community
sentiment and leverage Christmas Island’s world-class environment to further develop a profitable
and sustainable tourism sector.
CITA is responsible for managing tourism on Christmas Island. According to CITA, tourism is
focused on the high value, nature-based tourism segment. This market is traditionally drawn to
bird watching and the annual crab migration. Christmas Island typically attracts high net worth
travellers who may only visit once but have the ability to influence other travellers through word
of mouth.

Swell Lodge

Settlement

Christmas Island has approximately 120 accommodation beds per night, with daily rates ranging
from $75 to $1,347. Occupancy rates peak during the red crab migration in November and
December. Generally, accommodation is available throughout the year and rarely reaches
capacity except for a period of two years when Detention Centre staff booked out
accommodation. Since the Detention Centre’s scale back of operations, tourism has increased
due to the availability of accommodation.
Most accommodation on Christmas Island is three-star motel style self-catering accommodation
with some apartment complexes. The majority of Christmas Island’s accommodation is located
in and around the Settlement. The five-star all inclusive Swell Lodge is located in the National
Park on the west coast of the island and is the only five-star accommodation property across the
IOTs. The property includes two eco-chalets which can accommodate up to three people at a
time. Swell Lodge management are seeking to expand to five eco-chalets.
The Christmas Island Casino and Resort previously offered five-star accommodation. Located on
the east coast of the island near Ethel Beach, the resort’s basic infrastructure remains intact. The
resort offered accommodation, restaurants, a casino, pool, and a private beach. The resort is
privately owned, and attempts to revive the accommodation element of the resort have failed.

Flying Fish Cove

Christmas Island
National Park

Accommodation

Christmas
Island Airport

Five-star accommodation near the Settlement has been identified by stakeholders as an
opportunity to attract high-end tourists. In order to increase accommodation infrastructure,
there are several processes including land release, access to utilities and development
procedures. Any large-scale development will need to consider and include other factors
including flights, freight, labour and staff accommodation.

Christmas Island’s premiere luxury accommodation is in the National Park far
away from the Settlement. More luxury accommodation options in the
Settlement could attract more high-end visitors to the island
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

Christmas Island’s flight schedule is not conducive to growing the tourism industry
Flights
According to the latest data in CITA’s Quarterly Report June-September 2019, approximately
20% of all passenger arrivals to Christmas Island are tourists. Christmas Island is serviced by the
following flight schedule:
•
•
•

2 x weekly triangular flight from Perth-Cocos (Keeling) Islands flights serviced by VARA on
Tuesdays and Fridays
1 x fortnightly flight from Kuala Lumpur charter-serviced by Malindo Air on Tuesdays
1 x weekly flight from Jakarta charter-serviced by Garuda Indonesia on Saturdays

The VARA flight is underwritten by the Commonwealth Government. At current ticket prices, the
route is not commercially viable and profitable for VARA. This service is primarily scheduled for
service providers and contractors working on the IOTs, locals travelling to the mainland and
transportation of freight with tourism a secondary benefit. The flight operates close to capacity
and frequently passengers travelling with multiple items of luggage will have luggage removed
from the plane and stored at Freightshop at Perth Airport due to aircraft weight requirements.

The Malindo Air service departing from Kuala Lumpur fortnightly on a Tuesday is chartered
privately for business purposes transporting freight from Asia to Christmas Island. This service
is not driven by tourism. Tourist passengers provide an additional revenue source however
they are a secondary consideration. A one-way economy seat ticket is approximately $600
and a one-way business class ticket is approximately $750. The approximate flight time is
2.30 hours and flights regularly leave on or before scheduled departure and arrive early into
Christmas Island. If operated solely for tourism, this flight route is not profitable with current
patronage.
The Garuda Indonesia chartered flight departing from Jakarta on Saturdays and is the only
flight service driven by tourism. This flight service is chartered by a local Christmas Island
business. The service is popular amongst European travellers who can fly to Christmas Island
via Asia rather than Perth which is a longer and more expensive route. The approximate flight
time is 45 minutes making it a convenient route to the IOTs. In order for this flight route to
be profitable, a minimum 15 passengers per flight is required. This service is frequently
cancelled if there are less than 15 passengers booked on a flight. In CITA’s Quarterly Report
June-September 2019, it is estimated one flight per month is cancelled. As a result,
disgruntled customers have a negative experience with the IOTs and there is a strong risk of
reputational damage, undermining the promotional activities of CITA. It is also difficult to
schedule events and drive targeted campaigns given the unreliability of service. This flight is
not profitable and it is uncertain whether the service will continue.
Given the focus of various Christmas Island organisations to market into Asia and focus on
the Asian market, there is a significant risk with the current flight schedule. Only one
flightpath is driven by tourism and this service is frequently cancelled when passenger
numbers do not exceed the minimum 15 requirement to be profitable. This has caused
difficulty marketing the flights, with organisations unable to pursue strategic actions due to
uncertainty.
The current flight schedule is not driven by tourism and there are several
external factors that are causing risks to Christmas Island’s tourism
industry
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

Removing the membership fee will enable the Christmas Island Tourism Association to better promote and manage tourism
Management and Governance
CITA is responsible for the management of tourism on Christmas Island. CITA has a Service
Agreement with the Commonwealth Government for 2018-20 to promote tourism activities.
Under the Service Agreement, CITA is required to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a quality information, booking and merchandising service that is relevant to visitors
of the Christmas Island
Increase, or work to increase, the number of tourists visiting the Christmas Island
Promote and market the Christmas Island as an attractive tourist destination
Expand target markets, including into new countries and tourists sectors
Work collaboratively with the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Tourism Association Inc. to develop
cooperative marketing and promotional outcomes for the Indian Ocean Territories
Facilitate and assist with appropriate tourist developments on the Christmas Island; and
Represent the tourism industry on the Christmas Island and coordinate the activities of
individuals and organisations involved in the promotion and development of tourism on
Christmas Island.

Similar to CKITA on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, CITA is a member-based organisation with a
membership fee. CITA operates to promote the interests of its members. CITA’s Committee
comprises CITA members, placing CITA in a position of conflict between delivering services
under the Service Agreement and promoting members’ businesses.

CITA receives income through three sources:
•
•

The membership fee does not support the interests of the entire tourism
industry. Removing it would allow CITA to promote the entire tourism
industry and would allow smaller operators to become CITA members
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•

$700,000 over two years from the Commonwealth Government under the Service
Agreement
Income from CITA membership from their 50-plus members. CITA has different levels of
membership available, with discounts available for members who own multiple businesses.
Visitor Information Centre sales commission from accommodation and tours and
merchandise sales.

The majority of CITA’s income is received through Commonwealth funding, supplemented by
commissions from bookings, and merchandise sales. Membership fees make up less than 10%
of the income CITA receives.
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

The Regional Development Organisation has its own strategic goals for tourism on Christmas Island, including doubling visitor
numbers to 5,000 by 2030
Strategic Alignment
The following documents provide strategic direction for tourism on Christmas Island:
• CITA Strategic Plan 2016-2020
• CITA Tourism Marketing 2016-2020
• Christmas Island Destination Development Plan
• Regional Development Organisation Christmas Island Strategic Plan 2030
Regional Development Organisation Christmas Island Strategic Plan 2030
The RDO’s Christmas Island Strategic Plan 2030 identifies tourism as part of a tripod economy.
By 2030, the aspiration for tourism is that it is a key driver for future growth of the economy,
along with international education, research and development, and food and agri-business.
The Strategic Plan includes an extensive consultation engagement element in which
stakeholders and local residents were asked what Christmas Island does well and does not do
well. Less than 5% of respondents stated that Christmas Island does tourism well whereas 30%
of respondents identified that Christmas Island does not do tourism well. 58% of respondents
stated that they want Christmas Island to be known for tourism in 10 years, highlighting the
importance of the industry to local residents and diversifying the economy. Participants were
asked what would improve the experience for tourists and/or increase tourism numbers.
Reliable and affordable flights and infrastructure improvements were the two most common
responses. The Strategic Plan identifies the following issues/comparative weaknesses for the
tourism industry:
•
•
•
•
•

The RDO’s Christmas Island Strategic Plan 2030 states that by 2030, target visitation is 5,000
annual visitors to Christmas Island, more than double the current annual visitor volume. This
target conflicts with CITA’s Marketing Plan that has a visitation target of 5,000 by 2021. The
Strategic Plan identifies the following strengths/comparative advantages for the tourism industry:
• Significant unique fauna and flora species, including unique events such as the annual red crab
migration on Christmas Island
• Unique marine environments with significant numbers of species and excellent conditions for
snorkelling, diving and recreational fishing
• Multi-cultural community with the open and inclusive Chinese and Malay cultures on
Christmas Island
• Interesting and varied history – culturally, economically, environmentally
• Safe environment with Australian standard facilities. Tolerant and harmonious community for
all
• Proximity to Asia, links with Northern Australia and mainland Australia. Also links to Europe
and Japan through diving
What would improve the experience for tourists and/or increase tourism numbers

A need to develop tourism – but the need for significant underlying infrastructure
The lack of clarity for development processes, and inherent conflicts and/or uncertainty
about heritage and environment issues. The Island is not yet ‘business ready’
Absence of direct state government level resourcing and in some cases restricted access to
economic development assistance programs and funding
Need for renewal/diversity and additional infrastructure to support economic development
opportunities
Need for beautification works and a focus on amenity generally
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

The Christmas Island Tourism Association’s tourism strategy is not aligned to the Regional Development Organisation’s tourism
goals, resulting in a lack of strategic alignment
Christmas Island Tourism Association Strategic Plan 2016-2020
CITA’s Strategic Plan plays a significant role in establishing the vision and direction for tourism in
the IOTs. According to the CITA Strategic Plan, by 2020, CITA will be known as:
•
•

A vibrant, world-class Association that shows leadership and innovation in promoting,
marketing and assisting the tourism industry and all its beneficiaries
A significant economic driver on the Island, through proactively forging partnerships to
implement actions that sustainably support and enhance the culture, nature and history of
Christmas Island

These goals are underpinned by KPIs to measure and track performance. The KPIs are not all
aligned with the KPIs set out in CITA’s Service Agreement with the Commonwealth Government
and in some cases, provide different metrics for the same KPIs. In addition, the KPIs for Goal 3:
‘Represent and facilitate the tourism industry on Christmas Island’, are to increase CITA
membership and member satisfaction. This can potentially conflict with the broader goal of
representing and facilitating the tourism industry by prefacing member interests over nonmembers.
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CITA Strategic Goals 2016-2020
CITA Strategic Plan 2016-2020 Goals
Promote and market Christmas Island and
Australia’s Indian Ocean Islands as worldclass natural and cultural tourism
destinations

•

Provide high quality information and
services for visitors

•

•

•

Represent and facilitate the tourism
industry on Christmas Island

•

Provide information relevant for all people
likely to benefit from tourism outcomes

•

•

Facilitate increases in target markets’
awareness of Christmas Island, which can
increase tourism visits and spend
Work with Cocos (Keeling) Islands to
facilitate opportunities to increase tourism
to Australia’s Indian Ocean Islands
Provide world class visitor information,
products and services in accessible and
welcoming ways
Actively and professionally manage the
Visitor Information Centre in ways that
enhance the visitor experience
Represent the tourism industry on
Christmas Island in a professional manner
Facilitate and assist tourism developments
and events where appropriate
Analyse, interpret and disseminate
information relevant to tourism outcomes
on Christmas Island
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

The IOTs require a Destination Management Plan to consolidate existing plans and set a clear direction to develop the tourism
industry
Christmas Island Tourism Association Marketing Plan 2016-2020

Christmas Island Tourism Association Destination Development Strategy 2013-2018

CITA’s Marketing Plan 2016-2020 includes a review of the previous Marketing Plan, a SWOT
analysis, identification of global tourism trends and outline of the key opportunities to develop
the tourism sector on Christmas Island through positioning, product, place, promotion, price,
partnerships and people. The Marketing Plan 2016-2020 outlines three objectives:

Although CITA’s Destination Development Strategy 2013-2018 is currently out of date, it is still
referenced as a key strategic document that sets out the vision for Christmas Island as a
tourism destination. The Destination Development Strategy highlights that with the closure of
the immigration centre and uncertainty of the phosphate mine, tourism is becoming an
increasingly important pillar for economic growth. The Strategy includes a SWOT analysis that
highlights the same themes and issues as previous and subsequent tourism reviews.

•
•
•

Increase visitor numbers to Christmas Island from 1,200 per year in 2015 to 5,000 per year by
2021
Increase the average visitor spend by 5% per year
Increase the visiting friends and relatives market by 15% by 2021

These objectives illustrate that CITA is developing tourism to be a long-term driver of the
economy by looking to triple visitor numbers over five years and increase visitor expenditure
each year. It is important to note that these projected targets are significantly higher than the
RDO’s specified targets for the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. There is a risk that infrastructure, facilities
and service levels will not meet demand or expectations if targets are not aligned. Given both
Tourism Associations highlight the need to collaborate and develop a coordinated approach to
developing the IOTs as a visitor destination, greater alignment should be placed on accurately
defining the total visitor target volume.
The Marketing Plan 2016-2020 includes a list of strategic objectives and actions with assigned
responsibilities that are prioritised. The actions emphasise the importance of digital marketing
and promoting Christmas Island as a nature-based destination. The Marketing Plan 2016-2020
does not specify a target demographic or market. The Asian market is referenced as a growing
global tourism trend and key demographic however there are no strategies specifically targeting
this market.
The target visitor number for Christmas Island is significantly different to the
target on the Cocos (Keeling) Island. This will result in an uncoordinated
approach to marketing and promoting the IOTs and the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands will not have the infrastructure to match Christmas Islands target
numbers
Deloitte

The Destination Development Strategy does not include any actions to develop Christmas
Island as a destination. The Strategy does not build or expand on existing strategies or create a
plan to market Christmas Island as a destination. A destination development strategy should
include input from stakeholders to outline plans and strategies to develop and sustain the
tourism sector. Destination development strategies traditionally highlight the four key pillars to
market and promote a destination:
•
•
•
•

The place: the destination
The people: present and future visitors and tourism stakeholders
The product: tourism experience, an offering or an output
The process: best process implemented to highlight place, people and product

The Destination Development Strategy should also show how it interconnects regionally across
the IOTs. Without any alignment to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, this Strategy does not
sufficiently outline any plan or vision how tourism will be developed on Christmas Island or
across the IOTs. This should be captured in a Destination Management Plan.

A Destination Management Plan (DMP) is used to outline the plans and
strategies to develop and sustain the tourism sector for a particular
destination. A DMP for the IOTs will ensure that tourism can be used as a
vehicle to drive the economy and attract future investment opportunities for
the region
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

Christmas Island has many natural attractions, and improving the hospitality culture will help to offer service consistent with
high visitor expectations
Hospitality

Products and offerings

There are limited food and beverage options available on Christmas Island and it is difficult to find
information about opening days and hours. Restaurants often do not adhere to posted hours making
it difficult for visitors to know when they will be open. Many restaurants do not view themselves as
being tourism-related businesses and therefore do not have websites or a social media presence. This
makes it difficult for tourists to hear about these restaurants and plan meals, particularly on Monday
nights when only one restaurant is open. The limited hospitality culture is a barrier for tourists and
improving it will be a key requirement to grow tourism on the island.

Christmas Island offers a combination of land and water-based activities, mainly centred
around nature. Diving, bird watching, and exploring the National Park are some of the most
popular activities on the island.

Christmas Island offers world-class diving and snorkelling, and is known as a destination
where whale sharks can be spotted. Divers travel from all around the world to dive
Christmas Island’s drop-off where the island plunges deep into the sea, and to swim with
whale sharks in the warmer months of the year (November-April). Christmas Island is home
to an abundance of marine life, including endemic fish species, sharks, mantas, eels, and
dolphins. The Christmas Island coastline also offers a unique dive experience, with caves,
coral gardens, steep drop-offs, and grottos. With both a small, family-owned dive shop and
a global dive shop on island, Christmas Island diving has been marketed around the world
and has access to a global network of divers through Extra Divers. Extra Divers has dive
shops on nearly every continent.
Christmas Island is also a popular destination for bird-watchers, with some of the rarest
booby and frigate birds in the world, the Abbotts Booby and the Christmas Island
Frigatebird. There is an organised bird watching tour, but many bird watchers choose to go
on their own. Bird watchers are sometimes repeat visitors to the island, as some species
such as the Christmas Island Hawk Owl is rare to spot.
Another popular land-based activity is hiking and walking through the National Park. The
Park covers most of Christmas Island, and offers spectacular lookouts to view the coastline.
Throughout the walks, visitors can see waterfalls, beaches, and wildlife such as the famous
red crabs or robber crabs.
Christmas Island’s biggest drawcard is the red crab migration, which typically happens
towards the end of the year. Every year, millions of red crabs emerge from the rainforest
and travel down to the sea. The red crab migration draws tourists from all over the world
who wish to experience one of the most fascinating migrations in nature.
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Critical assessment: Christmas Island

Other factors affect Christmas Island’s ability to grow tourism, including a lack of hospitality culture, difficulty in obtaining
approval to develop land, and limited connectivity
Land
It is difficult to obtain approval for development of underdeveloped land. The process to obtain land approval is seen as
cumbersome with several processes to complete and uncertainty between local, state and Commonwealth regulations.
The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development is currently in the process of developing a
land register which will include available land and what it can be used for. Land release is viewed by stakeholders as a
significant barrier to growing tourism on the island.
Banking
There is a Westpac Banking branch located in the Settlement on Christmas Island where visitors may withdraw or
exchange cash. However, international travellers are advised to bring cash because withdrawing cash from a foreign card
may be lengthy and difficult. There is no ATM on the island and some shops and restaurants do not accept card or
electronic payments.
Connectivity
Connectivity on Christmas Island is very limited. The island is covered by a Telstra 2G network, so visitors are able to use
their mobiles for calls and texts, but no data is available. The Visitor Centre offers Wi-Fi vouchers which may be used to
connect to Wi-Fi hotspots throughout the island. Telstra SIM cards are available at various shops for tourists who may
need to purchase an Australian SIM card. It is important to note stakeholders also perceive the lack of connectivity and
ability to disconnect from technology to be a drawcard to Christmas Island.
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Findings – the Cocos (Keeling) Islands

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands has world-class products to offer tourists however require a coordinated strategic approach to
developing tourism
•

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands is a world-class destination with a pristine environment and
outstanding products.

•

Accommodation is a limiting factor in growing tourism. The current accommodation capacity is
inadequate during the busy season, and there are no offerings above three-stars. Five-star
accommodation will attract a high-end market, aligning with the RDO’s vision to develop the
IOTs into a high-end tourism destination.

•

The RDO has a target of 3,500 annual visitors by 2030 and increasing current accommodation
capacity by 100 additional beds. Unless these beds are all high-end accommodation offerings
attracting high-yield visitors, the value of tourism will not increase substantially to be a
sustainable driver of the local economy

•

CKITA’s Marketing Plan 2019-2024 does not specifically identify the Co-op as a key
stakeholder despite the Co-op’s interest and operations in the tourism sector

•

Cabotage restrictions limit international tourists, who can travel to Christmas Island but not on
to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.

•

SOCKI, though not responsible for driving tourism, is willing to take a more hands-on
approach to supporting tourism development on the Islands.

•

The Cocos (Keeling) Islands are lacking a service and hospitality industry that meets travellers’
expectations, with limited variety and uncertain restaurant opening hours.

•

Freight continues to be a significant barrier for potential market entrants and existing
operators. The high cost of freight and reliability of transport affects operators’ ability to
develop tourism and expand their operations.

•

In order to promote the tourism industry rather than member interests, CKITA should not
impose a membership fee.

•

•

CKITA is responsible for coordinating and managing tourism in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands but
does not have a current Strategic Plan in breach of the Service Agreement.

Land accessibility and the development approval process limits operators’ ability to develop or
expand a business. Land is also an issue for people looking for accommodation on the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, making it difficult for new operators to move to the Islands.

•

There is a lack of strategic alignment across organisations. For example, the RDO identifies
Muslim Friendly Travel from Indonesia and Malaysia as key target markets. The Co-op’s
Business Plan prioritises targeting Malaysia over Indonesia and CKITA’s target customer market
profile is primarily focused on three mostly Australian cohorts. This lack of alignment in
defining a key target market undermines any targeted marketing campaigns and product
development.

•

Insurance is unattainable, which makes it difficult for new operators to establish businesses.
This is resulting in an ageing operator market with minimal succession planning.

•

Connectivity is limited. Although this is seen as a positive in attracting those looking to
disconnect from technology, it may also be a limiting factor in developing tourism.

•

Residents and local business owners require business upskilling and small business
development support to establish and grow their business.

•

CKITA needs to engage with Home Island operators and small business owners. Home Island
stakeholders and residents expressed an interest in entering the tourism sector however
require CKITA’s support.

•

The identification of Muslim Friendly Travel does not include any plans or objectives to
schedule a northern flight route into Asia. Visitors from Malaysia and Indonesia must travel via
either Christmas Island or Perth in order to arrive at the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. The current
Jakarta-Christmas Island air service is unreliable and the Kuala Lumpur-Christmas Island air
service is driven by reducing freight costs for a private business. Without a direct and reliable
flight route, targeting and marketing to the South-East Asian Muslim demographic is a
significant risk.
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Findings – Christmas Island

Tourism on Christmas Island has great potential but requires regional alignment with the Cocos (Keeling) Islands tourism
industry
•

Christmas Island is one of Australia’s great natural wonders, with world-class attractions and a
diverse range of activities on offer.

•

There is a limited hospitality culture on Christmas Island, with many hospitality providers
considering themselves to be uninvolved in tourism.

•

There needs to be an emphasis and collaborative approach to tourism to diversify the
economy through the scaling back of operations at the Detention Centre and uncertainty over
future mining operations.

•

Connectivity on the island is limited, with a 2G Telstra mobile network and limited Wi-Fi
around the island.

•

CITA’s KPIs in the Strategic Plan 2016-2020 are not aligned with their KPIs in the Service
Agreement with the Commonwealth.

•

•

Tourism in the IOTs should be managed through a regional approach, leveraging the
differences between the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and Christmas Island as a key reason to visit
the IOTs.

The existing flights are unreliable. Flights from Perth are sometimes cancelled due to weather,
while flights from Jakarta are often cancelled when they do not reach the minimum passenger
requirement. This has caused travel agents to avoid booking trips to Christmas Island and has
resulted in a loss of customers. Further, the flights from Kuala Lumpur, while seen as reliable,
are mainly used for freight and only run fortnightly.

•

It is difficult to develop land on the island due to a perceived complicated and lengthy
approvals process.

•

There is an opportunity to diversify existing products and develop new products to attract
different markets.

•

CITA’s Marketing Plan 2016-2020 states an objective to increase visitor numbers to 5,000 by
2021. This is significantly more than CKITA’s objectives of 2,500 visitors by 2024 and 3,500
visitors by 2030 and given the volume of visitors who visit both destinations, unlikely to be
achieved and highlights a lack of a coordinated approach to attract visitors to the IOTs.

•

The target numbers identified in CITA’s Marketing Plan 2016-2020 by 2021 and the RDO
Christmas Island Strategic Plan by 2030 are not aligned. There should be an evidence base
outlining the benefit of 5,000 visitors to Christmas Island, how this impacts infrastructure, a
needs analysis and forecasting to demonstrate the value of 5,000 visitors to the economy.

•

Strategic documents identify Asia as a priority target market, including target forecasts,
however there are no key actions to improve connectivity into Asia, market to a specific Asian
demographic/market segment or demonstrate Asia is a target market (other than noting the
population and proximity).

•

Current accommodation is generally three-star hotel or motel style. Other than the Swell
Lodge, there is no luxury accommodation or accommodation which includes breakfast.
Options for high-end accommodation should be explored to attract a high-end market in line
with the high flight prices.
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Findings – General

Similar size and scale jurisdictions have developed sustainable tourism industries that drive local economies
•

•

•

Many destinations received a high volume of tourists visiting from distant regions. For example,
high numbers of British and German travellers visit the Maldives. This is consistent with strong
visitation from European visitors travelling to the IOTs for diving. There are twelve and thirteenhour direct flights to the Maldives from Munich and London respectively, costing on average
$1,478 (Munich) and $1,340 (London) across the year. In 2018, tourists had an average stay of
6.4 days. This demonstrates tourists were willing to pay a significant amount to travel to a
distant destination of choice for a short period. The IOTs can benefit from the forecast increase
in airports across Asia to improve accessibility to the region and develop marketing campaigns
targeting a particular visitor profile in distant regions, such as the German scuba diving market.
A combination of water and land activities at destinations provides tourists with options
regardless of inclement weather and generally results in an extended length of stay. For
example, the Cook Islands offered a vast range of both water and land activities, including land
activities suitable for inclement weather. These include gyms, day spas, interactive museums
and kids club. Diversifying offerings on the IOTs will improve the existing visitor experience and
cater to different customer markets.
Remote destinations leverage limited Wi-Fi and connectivity to target visitors seeking to
disconnect from technology. Hamilton Island’s most recent marketing campaign, ‘Remember
Why’ focused on limiting technology in favour of traditional family holidays. These campaigns
appeal to nostalgia and remind people to enjoy the simple, family orientated activities. The
IOTs have similar connectivity constraints and can use this as an advantage during marketing
campaigns.

•

Successful marketing campaigns target visitors on social media; particularly Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter with content updated regularly and often daily. Traditional television and
print media marketing not only showcases the destination but highlights accessibility, flight
operators and logistics.

•

Successful tourism destinations with similar product offerings to the IOT provide five-star
accommodation. The average nightly rate of accommodation for five-star properties often
exceeds $1,000 AUD per night. In most jurisdictions, the average nightly rate of
accommodation for five-star properties is over $500 AUD per night.
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•

Lord Howe Island has developed a successful tourism model that can be implemented in the
IOTs. Tourism on Lord Howe Island is limited to 400 licenced tourist beds and 400 tourists per
night. As such, Lord Howe offers accommodation and activities at a higher price points
targeting visitors with a high disposable income to create a sustainable and exclusive tourism
sector.

•

Jurisdictions reviewed offer products to hire, such as surf boards, kayaks, stand up paddle
boards (SUP) and aqua scooters. With the small number of tourism operators in the IOTs, many
of whom have employment outside of the tourism sector, self-hire offerings broaden the range
of products available to visitors.

•

The rise of the Asian middle-class and development of Asian mega-hub airports is driving
increased tourism across Asia Pacific. The IOTs are ideally located to capitalise on the increase
mobility of the Asian middle-class and have existing cultural synergies and products that
appeal to Asian markets.

•

The IOTs meets the requirements of the Asian millennial independent traveller by providing an
exotic destination that focuses on experience and cultural immersion.

•

Limited connectivity is a drawcard for visitors seeking respite from technology, however
dedicated hotspot sites at areas and sites of interest enable Asian millennial travellers who are
typically active on social media the opportunity to upload experiences and content in real time
to promote the IOTs.

•

Any discussions to re-open the Christmas Island Casino and Resort need to consider the
context of the current gambling industry. The rise of online gambling, increase in casinos
across Asia and visa restrictions for Indonesians entering Australia are factors that have
emerged since the Christmas Island Casino and Resort ceased operations.

•

There are opportunities to develop new products, including using sport as a catalyst to drive
tourism. World-class designed golf courses that encompass five-star resorts and investment in
mountain bike trail infrastructure are two products that have been successfully developed in
other Australian jurisdictions.
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Limitation of our work
General use restriction
This document is prepared solely for the internal use of the IOT Regional Development Organisation. This document is not intended to and should not be used or relied upon by anyone else and we accept no duty of
care to any other person or entity. You should not refer to or use our name or the advice for any other purpose.
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